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FOUNDER
Sherri Haskell is an entrepreneur and financial industry
trailblazer who has excelled
as a Registered Investment
Advisor, stockbroker and
funds manager. Throughout her
career Ms. Haskell has earned 3 SEC securities
licenses (series 7, 63 and 65), won top performer
recognition in multiple capacities, launched her
own hedge fund and financial services company
Capital Dynamics LLC, and raised over $150
million in capital. Her far-reaching financial,
securities, and marketing acumen have been
integral to the launch and fulfillment of dozens of
private equity funds.

investors. As an Investor Relations professional
for various firms including Zap, Praxis Capital, and
Drever Capital Management Ms. Haskell spearheaded strategic marketing campaigns that targeted investors and stockholders through effective
content, collateral, and press. Ms. Haskell has also
been an integral management team member leading two company IPOs.
Ms. Haskell founded CannaAngels LLC after witnessing first-hand the innovation and eclecticism
among cannabis startups. An alternative investment leader, she understands how to vet companies, structure deals, raise capital, and establish
trust. As cannabis transitions from the underground to the mainstream, Ms. Haskell and her
accomplished team are poised to bring a unique
blend of investment intelligence, technical savvy,
and steadfast integrity to this burgeoning industry.

Combining skill with natural instinct, Ms. Haskell’s trading approach was so groundbreaking as
to command an entire chapter in Alexander
Elder’s bestselling financial book Entries and
Exits. Whether trading stocks or managing hedge
funds, Ms. Haskell makes only the most relevant
and optimal recommendations for her clients.
She recognizes the formidable responsibility of
investing people’s money and, by proving herself
trustworthy, has built enduring relationships with

Ms. Haskell, based in Sausalito, CA is actively
involved in multiple community organizations
including over sixteen years as a mentor with
Big Brothers, Big Sisters. She is a passionate
equestrian who has won competitive ribbons and
ridden in eleven countries.

Investors might be wise to get in on
weed before it sweeps the nation.
- Bloomberg, September, 2016
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